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RAY GIGANT NOW AVAILABLE ON STEAM!
LOS ANGELES, CA., August 10, 2016— Acttil is excited to announce that the fierce dungeon RPG,
Ray Gigant™ , originally released on the PlayStation®Vita system with PlayStation®TV compatibility on both
North American and European PlayStation®Network, is now available worldwide for PC via Steam today,
with a week long 40% launch discount! The Steam version of Ray Gigant invites you to even more intense
Gigant hunting with the crisp 1080p graphics, and will be featuring the original Japanese text as an option!
Visit Ray Gigant on Steam: http://store.steampowered.com/app/421600/
Players will be introduced to three heroic characters who share a common goal of saving their world,
although they carry different sets of ideals. Each main character, Ichiya, Kyle, and Nil, will have his or her
own allies to help them embark on the battle against mysterious alien life-form invaders, Gigants! Ray
Gigant will reveal each of their stories through their own arcs which will all seamlessly converge by the end
of the game. Now, it is time for PC owners to rise up with Yorigami to save the world!

What are the Gigants?!
Gigants are mysterious, alien life-forms that have invaded Earth. Gigants of various shapes and sizes have
been discovered, and they generally take upon forms of beasts from legend. However, unlike those
mythical beasts, Gigants do not harbor a brilliant, celestial aura. Whatever aura they do
possess is something much more vile…
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Key Features
▪ Guided by Fate! – Play through three different points of view to uncover the
mystery behind what’s happened in this world. Players must battle against
Gigants and a myriad of other characters.
▪ Keep Your Eyes Open! – Fight skyscraper-sized bosses in battles with 3-Way
views! For special boss battles, each of the characters will utilize their special
abilities! Varying from close to long range on the field, strategically plan
attacks from each characters’ position!
▪ Slash Beat Mode! – The rhythm-based battle action system, Slash Beat Mode,
allows characters to unleash their hidden power of transformation by offering
their body to their Yorigamis. If timed correctly with the rhythm-based
commands, the enemy will receive a tremendous amount of damage.
▪ Evolve Tree System! – Level up your characters’ stats with the Evolve Tree
System! Master all three branches of the tree (Physical, Command, Item) to
bring your character to new heights!

Visit www.acttil.com/raygigant for more info!
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Story
This adventure is set in the not-too-distant future…
Earth’s major cities have been ravaged by giant, terrifying creatures known as Gigants. Across the globe,
military forces from every nation attempted to counter the attacks but, to their horror, failed miserably.
In a twist of fate, it was reported that a boy named Ichiya Amakaze defeated a Gigant.
The boy defeated the Gigants using a mysterious power called the Yorigami. This victory was short-lived,
however. Ichiya lost control of his power and tragically destroyed the city he tried so hard to protect. After
this fateful experience, he fell unconscious. Ichiya was then detained and sent to a safe location where his
fate would soon unfold...

